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Abstract. The gauge and diffeomorphism anomalies are used to define the
determinant bundles for the left-handed Dirac operator on a two-dimensional
Riemann surface. Three different moduli spaces are studied: (1) the space of
vector potentials modulo gauge transformations; (2) the space of vector
potentials modulo bundle automorphisms; and, (3) the space of Riemannian
metrics modulo diffeomorphisms. Using the methods earlier developed for the
studies of affϊne Kac-Moody groups, natural geometries are constructed for
each of the three bundles.

The geometry of the determinant line bundle for the left-handed Dirac operator
γμ(Vμ + P_Aμ) on a unit sphere S2 (P_ is the projection in left-handed components
of the spinor field and Aμ is a Lie algebra valued vector potential) is known to be
closely related to the geometry of an affine Kac-Moody group, [Ml]. In fact, the
determinant bundle Det is an associated bundle to a (7(1) bundle P over ^/^
which in turn is a pull-back of the affine group LG with respect to a certain
homotopy equivalence c£//^->LG; here, j/ is the space of vector potentials, ̂  is
the group of gauge transformations and LG is the loop group of the gauge group G.
The affine group LG is a l/(l) bundle over LG. The connection form describing the
geometry of P (and of Det) is a pull-back of the central projection of the Maurer-
Cartan form on LG, [M2].

In this paper, I want to generalize the results of [Ml] and [M2] to the case
when S is an arbitrary compact connected oriented Riemann surface of genus g ̂  2
(the case g = 1 is left as an exercise to the reader). In addition, I shall discuss the
geometry of the determinant bundle parametrized by the space ^/DiffS, where Jt
is the space of Riemannian metrics on S. The determinant bundle on ^/Diff S is
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obtained as a pull-back of the corresponding bundle on {GL(3, R) connections in a
topologically trivial bundle Q over 5}/{automorphisms of Q}. To achieve this, we
have to first generalize a slightly earlier setting: we started by considering bundles
over j//^ which are determined by the non-Abelian gauge anomaly; however, one
can use the gauge anomaly to produce bundles over j//Autβ as well. In the case
Q = Sx GL(3, R) the gauge anomaly in j^/Autβ when pulled back to J^/ΌiffS
produces the diffeomorphism anomaly in two dimensions. The pull-back will be
determined by using an embedding of S into R3 and extending the geometry of S
into a tubular neighborhood of S.

Let us start the construction of the determinant bundle parametrized by vector
potentials by choosing a discrete subgroup Γ C PSL(2, R) such that C +/Γ ~ S, when
C+ is the upper half plane {z = x + iy\y>0} with the action

az + b

cz + d

of PSL(2, R). It is known that any surface S with a given metric can be produced in
this way by taking in C+ the Poincare metric and choosing Γ in an appropriate
way, [B], in the genus ^ 2 case (S compact and oriented). However, at this stage it
is not necessary to specify any metric. Let G be a finite-dimensional Lie group with
Lie algebra ̂ and let < , > be an invariant bilinear form on g. Let j/ be the space of
connections in the topologically trivial bundle Q = S x G. Note that if G is simply
connected, the any G bundle on S is a product bundle. We choose a base point
s0εS and define y = {g:S-+G\g(so)=l} as the group of smooth based gauge
transformations. Since the bundle Q is trivial, a connection can be represented by a
global ^valued one-form A E sέ on S. The right action of ̂  in j/ is given by A ι-> Ag

= g~1;4g + g~ 1dg. The group Autβ of automorphisms of Q is equal to the
semidirect product Diffx^; the action of DifLS on ^ is the natural action
gh^go/r 1 , ΛeDiffS.

Let θ2 = (length)2 of the longest root of the maximal compact subgroup of G
[let us assume for simplicity that G does not contain any [/(I) factors]. For A E stf
and g e ̂  we define

ft2 ft2

']>, (i)

where the second integral is taken over any compact three-space B with dB = S and
g has been extended in an arbitrarily smooth way to B. Taking another extension g
changes the value of ω at most by an integer since the integral

1]> (2)

is an integer when evaluated over a compact three-manifold without boundary,
[W]. Thus, exp2πzω(,4, g) is single-valued; it is known as the non-abelian anomaly
in physics literature, since the determinant (when properly regularized) of the left-
handed Dirac operator jμ(Vμ + P-Aμ) changes by this phase when A is replaced by
Ag, [Z]. The function exp2π/ω is a 1-cocycle,

, gl) modZ. (3)
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In fact, ω(A, g) defines a cocycle for the full automorphism group Diff S x .̂
The group multiplication in Autβ is given by

(Λι,gι)(Λ2,g2) = (Λ 1 oΛ 2 ,g l g *0, (4)

where gh = g ° h ~ 1 . We define ω(A, (ft, g)) = ω(A, g). Then, by a simple computation,

ω(A9 (ft 19 gl) (ft2, g2)) = ω(A(h^\ (ft2, g2)) + ω(A, (ft1 ? gl)) , (5)

where ^(Λ'9Γ) = ft*(g~1/ίg + g"1 rfg), with the natural action of Diff S on differential
forms.

We can now define two principal (7(1) bundles Det = Det(S, G) [respectively
Det0 = Det0(S, G)] on <&/& (respectively on j//Autβ) as rf x C7(l)/~ , where in the
first case the equivalence relation "~" in $0 x 17(1) is defined by

for g e ̂  and in the second case the element g is replaced by an arbitrary element
(ft, g) e Autζλ The bundle projection is defined by [[A, λγ\ F— > A mod^ (respectively
[{A, λ)~] h-> A mod Autβ). The action of 17(1) in the total space of the bundles is the
right multiplication in the second component.

I shall now describe the geometry of the bundle Det in terms of a natural
connection. Let us fix a fundamental domain D C C + for the projection C + -»S. The
interior of D is mapped bijectively to a dense contractible domain in S and the
image of D is S. The action of Γ is C + defines a set of identifications on the
boundary dD. If we think of D as a polygon with 4g sides, then S is obtained by
identifying the boundary a{ with a^ 1 and bi with b^ 1 as in Fig. 1 (when g = 2). Fix a
point z 0 G C + covering s0eS. For any Azstf there exists a unique gauge
transformation fA:C+^G such that /4(z0) = 1 and A=f^~1 (π*A)fA + // J d/^ is in
the radial gauge for rays starting from z0; that is, Άr = 0 in the polar coordinates
(r, φ) with origin at z0; π*yl is the pull-back of A under π: C+ -»C3/Γ = S.

Let DG = {/: D->G|/(z0) = 1, / smooth}. Here, "smooth" means that / can be
extended to a smooth map in an open set containing the closed set D. The gauge

Fig.l

b,
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group ^ can be thought of as the subgroup of DG consisting of maps g:D-+G
which obtain equal values at those points on the boundary 3D which are identified
under the projection D^>S. We can define a 17(1) bundle Det' on DG/& by the
cocycle

(6)

The action of ̂  on DG is the point-wise right multiplication. The bundle Det is a
pull-back of Det' with respect to the mapping A \-+fA\ note that fA9 = fA - g. The
cocycle (A, g) h-> ω'(fA, g) represents the same cohomology class as ω(A, g), since

ω'(/4, g) = ωμ, g) 4- F(A<) - F(A) , (7)

where

<A,dfλfλ-
1y. (8)

In the genus =0 case (D is a disc; dD identified with one point), [M2], it was
possible to define a connection in the bundle Det' by pushing the central projection
pr.dkk'1 of the Maurer-Cartan form on DG x 17(1) to Det' = DG x t/(l)/^; the
group multiplication in DG x [7(1) is given by

(/, A) (/', λ') = (//', λλ' exp2τdy(/,/')) , (9)

where

The group structure in DG x £7(1) is well-defined also in the higher genus case but
now ^ cannot be embedded in DGx (7(1) as a normal subgroup, and for this
reason it is not possible to push prcdkk~l to Det'. However, there is a slight
modification of prc dkk'1 which will give a connection on Det. I shall describe this
connection directly in terms of parallel transport as follows. LQtt\-^A(t)mod^ be
a path in <$?/$, t0 ̂  t ̂  1 1 . Denote f ( t , - ) = fA(t). Let ρ0 = [(A(t0), λ(t0)J] E Det be any
point in the fiber over A(t0). Denote by ρ^ = [(A(tv\ λ(t1))~] the parallel transport of
ρ0 along A(t)mod4? at A(t^. We define A(ί1) = λ(ί0)exp2πz'J, where

- 2 S<π*A,Γltydt. (11)
oπ f 0 δD

We have to show that the class [(/4(iiM(ii))] is well-defined. Let t\-*A(t) be
another path with A(f) = A(t) mod ̂ . Denote /(ί, ) = fA(t} = f ( t , ) g(t, ) here g is a
gauge transformation such that Ά(t) = A(i)9(t\ Let us first rewrite (1 1) using partial
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integration in the form

16π2i

-o-Tf ί <π*A9f-
lfydt9 (12)

where the integral defining C(/) is evaluated over D x [ί0, ίj. The term C has the
basic property

f)2

'X (13)

verified by a simple computation. Using (13) we get from (12),

τ-'=cfe)+τ!Lί

(14)
oπ to dD

The last two terms are zero, since g and A were defined on S, and therefore the
pieces obtained by integrating along αf and bt cancel (for any fixed t) with the pieces
along 0Γ1 and b^1. Let gt be an extension of gfe •) to the three-dimensional
manifold B, z' = 0,1. Then CigJ^Qgj) —C(g0)modZ, and therefore

J_ j = ω(A(t ι)? g(ί ι)} _ ωμ(ίo)? g(ίo)) mod Z , (15)

which shows that %1) = A(ί1)exp2πfω(^4(ί1)5g(ί1)) and thus the class ρ1 is well-
defined.

The curvature of the connection is evaluated by taking the parallel transport
around an infinitesimal parallelogram; the result is

,
4π do 4π SD

-^-f CMB>-^-j<[A-,ru>, (16)
4π do 4π do

where X (respectively Y) is the image of δA (respectively δB) under the derivative of
the mapping A\-^fA; δA and δB are tangent vectors at
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Next I want to relate the geometry of the bundle Det^ to that of the bundle
Det0(S, GL(3,R)). The bundle Det^ will be defined below using the diffeomorph-
ism anomaly of the Dirac operator. The group Diff S can be taken either the full
diffeomorphism group of S or the connected component of the identity in the full
group. However, one should bear in mind that in the former case JP/ΌiffS has
singularities and it is not a manifold in the usual sense. In the latter case the
quotient is contractible and therefore any bundle over that space is topologically
trivial. Let us first fix an embedding ScR3. Choose a tubular neighborhood
S = S x / of S in R3 / C R is an open interval. Using the natural metric on / and
setting / LS, we can uniquely extend any metric gμv on S to a metric gμv on S. Also,
if ft : S->S is any diffeomorphism we have a natural extension ft : S^>3. Using the
Cartesian coordinates of R3, we can represent the Levi-Civita connection Γ of the
metric gμv by a g/(3, R) valued one-form on S. Here g/(3, R) is the Lie algebra of the
general linear group GL(3, R) in R3. Similarly, the derivative of the diffeomorphism
ft gives a GL(3,R) valued function H on S; extending H to B we can define

ω1(g,Λ) = ω(Γ,/ί), (17)

where ω(Γ, H ) is as before, with the gauge group G = GL(3, R). Since ft i— » (ft, H) is a
homomorphism from DiffS into Diff S x ,̂ ω t is a 1-cocycle for the right action of
DiffS on Jί. By definition, the determinant bundle Det^ over Jί/ΌiϊϊS is

where the equivalence " ~ " is defined by

(g^^^λe2^^). (18)

In fact, by (1 8) the bundle Det^ is a pull-back of the bundle Det0(S, GL(3, R)) under
the mapping ^/DiffS^^/Autβ given by gμv^Γ [here Q = S x GL(3,R)].

The construction of Det^ does not depend on the choice of the embedding
S->R3. The reason is that any two embeddings are related by a diffeomorphism
(defined in the respective tubular neighborhoods of the embedded surfaces) and the
anomaly ω1 defining the bundle Det^ is invariant under diffeomorphisms. The
bundle Det0 will be useful when relating the geometry of Det^ to the bundle Det;
no other (physical) significance will be assigned to Det0.

Note that the infinitesimal version (evaluate — ω^g, ftf)|ί = 0 for a one-

parameter subgroup of diffeomorphisms ht generated by a vector field Bμ on S 1 of

(17) is the diffeomorphism anomaly

1 s δx

1

[Note that θ2 = \ when we use as ( , > the trace form in the defining
representation of GL(3, R).]
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One can define a connection in Det^ by pulling back any connection in the
bundle Det0(S, GL(3,R)). However, one cannot push the simple geometry of Det
described by the formulas (11) and (16) to the bundle Det0. This can be seen from
the curvature formula (16): the right-hand side is not invariant under the group
DiffS. On the other hand, the connection defined by Atiyah and Singer [AS], is
reparametrization invariant. The curvature form of the AS connection is

s

The tangent vectors δA and δB are taken to be in the background gauge D* δA
= D^δB = 0. One must keep in mind that the metric is transformed along with the
one-forms A, δA and δB under a diffeomorphism of S. The metric is needed to
define the adjoint D^ of the covariant derivative and the product [δAμ,δBμ'].

Finally, I want to point out that the pull-back of the connection in Det to the
topologically trivial bundle over the space j/ is not directly related to the Kahler
geometry studied by Quillen [Q] (and extended to the determinant bundles over
Teichmϋller spaces by Belavin and Knizhnik [BK]). The reason is that the
curvature in [Q] has non-zero components even to the vertical directions of the
canonical projection j/-*j//^. The holomorphic geometries have also been
studied recently by Bismut and Freed using families index theory, [BF].
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